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1. INTRODUCTION
Let F be a field containing the field of order q, let x and t be
indeterminates, let m be an integer greater than 1, and let
ˆ q 2 m q q mq 1 q m q my 1f Y s Y q t Y q xY q tY q Y .Ž .
ˆw x Ž . Ž .In 3 , it was shown that, for m ) 2, the Galois group of f Y over F x, t
Ž .is the symplectic group Sp 2m, q in its natural action on vectors, and in
w x4 this was extended to m s 2. In this paper we show that much the same
is true if we set t s 1; if
f Y s Y q 2 m q Y q mq 1 q xY q m q Y q my 1 q YŽ .
Ž . Ž .and m ) 3, then the Galois group of f Y over F x is the symplectic
Ž .group Sp 2m, q in its natural action on vectors.
2. q-LINEAR POLYNOMIALS
Ž . Ž .Let G be the Galois group of f Y over F x , let E be a splitting field
Ž . Ž . Ž .for f Y over F x , and let V be the set of roots of f Y in E.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.1. For m ) 1, the Galois group G of f Y o¤er F x is a
Ž .subgroup of Sp 2m, q in its natural action on ¤ectors.
Ž .Proof. First we observe that each term in f Y is a multiple of Y
Ž .raised to a power of q. It follows that f Y is q-linear, in the sense that
Ž . Ž . Ž .f a Y q bZ s a f Y q b f Z for all a , b g F . Moreover, the coeffi-q
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cient of Y is nonzero, and therefore V is a vector space of dimension 2m
Ž . Ž w x.over F and G is a subgroup of GL V in its natural action cf. 1, 8 .q
Consider the bivariate polynomial
my 1 qm m m mqq q q qg Y , Z s YZ y Y Z q ??? q YZ y Y ZŽ . Ž . Ž .
q YZq m y Y q mZ q Y q my 1Zq m y Y q mZq my 1 .Ž . Ž .
Ž .This is q-linear in both Y and Z and g Y, Y s 0, so that under evaluation
g induces an alternating F -bilinear map from E = E “ E. We can showq
that this restricts to an alternating F bilinear map from V = V “ F byq q
w xusing Abhyankar’s Mantra 2 :
q
g Y , Z y g Y , ZŽ . Ž .
m qqm m m mq q q qs YZ y Y Z q ??? q YZ y Y ZŽ . Ž .
qmy 1 m m my1q q q qq Y Z y Y ZŽ .
m m q my 1 m mq q q qy YZ y Y Z y ??? y YZ y Y ZŽ . Ž .
y Y q my 1Zq m y Y q mZq my 1Ž .
m qqm m m m my1 m m my1q q q q q q q qs YZ y Y Z y YZ y Y Z q Y Z y Y ZŽ . Ž . Ž .




f Z y f Y Zq mŽ . Ž .
s Y q mZq 2 m y Y q 2 mZq m q Y q mZq mq 1 y Y q mq 1Zq m q Y q mZq my 1
y Y q my 1Zq m q Y q mZ y YZq m
m qqm m my1 m m my1q q q q q qs YZ y Y Z q Y Z y Y ZŽ . Ž .
y Y q my 1Zq m y Y q mZq my 1 y YZq m y Y q mZŽ .Ž .
qs g Y , Z y g Y , Z .Ž . Ž .
Ž .q Ž .It follows that whenever y, z g V we have g y, z y g y, z s 0, so that
Ž .g y, z g F . Therefore under evaluation g induces an alternating Fq q
bilinear map from V = V “ F .q
Ž . Ž .Suppose that y g V and that g y, z s 0 for all z g V. Then g y, z
Ž .must be a multiple of f Z . But the Z-degree of g is less than that of f , so
Ž . q 2 my1g y, Z must be the zero polynomial. Now the coefficient of Z in
Ž . q mg y,Z is y , so we must have y s 0. We conclude that the bilinear form
induced by g on V is nonsingular.
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Ž .Finally, we observe that the coefficients of g Y, Z lie in F , which is aq
Ž .subfield of the fixed field F x of G, so that
G F h g GL V : g uh , ¤h s g u , ¤ ;u , ¤ g V s Sp 2m , q . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž w x.The following lemma is based on similar results of Abhyankar e.g., 1 .
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.2. For m G 1, the Galois group G of f Y o¤er F x is
 4transiti¤e on V _ 0 .
y1 Ž . Ž .Proof. This amounts to showing that Y f Y is irreducible over F x .
Let
h x , Y s Yy1F Y s Y q 2 my1 q Y q mq 1y1 q xY q my1 q Y q my 1y1 q 1Ž . Ž .
s Y q my1 x q Y q 2 my1 q Y q mq 1y1 q Y q my 1y1 q 1 .Ž .
Ž .w xNow h is linear in x, so it is irreducible as an element of F Y x , and it
w xhas content 1 as a polynomial in x over F Y , so by Gauss’ Lemma it is
w xw x w x w xw xirreducible as an element of F Y x s F x, Y s F x Y . Therefore by
Ž .w xGauss’ Lemma it is irreducible as an element of F x Y ; hence G is
 4transitive on V _ 0 .
3. IMPRIMITIVITY
Ž .We have seen that G is a subgroup of Sp 2m, q , which acts transitively
Ž .on nonzero vectors. To show that G s Sp 2m, q for m ) 3, we use
w xHering’s Theorem. The following statement is a paraphrase of that in 7 .
w xTHEOREM 3.1 5, 6 . Let V be a ¤ector space of dimension n o¤er the field
Ž .  4of order q and let G be a subgroup of GL V that is transiti¤e on V _ 0 .
Then one of the following is true:
Ž .a G lies in one of the following infinite families:
Ž . Ž n.i G F GL 1, q .
Ž . Ž b. Ž b.ii SL a, q eG F GL a, q , where a ) 1 and ab s n.}
Ž . Ž b. Ž b.iii Sp 2 a, q eG F GL 2 a, q , where 2 ab s n.}
Ž . Ž b. Ž b.iv G q 9eG F GL 6, q , where 6b s n and q is e¤en.2 }
Ž .  4b G is one of a small number of further examples with n g 2, 4, 6 .
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Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3.2. If m ) 3 then the Galois group G of f Y o¤er F x is
Ž .Sp 2m, q in its natural action on ¤ectors.
The main step in the proof consists of eliminating the possibility that G
is an extension field subgroup:
Ž b.LEMMA 3.3. If m ) 1 then G is not a subgroup of GL a, q for any a,
b g N with ab s 2m and 1 - b - 2m.
Ž b.Proof. Suppose that G F GL a, q , where ab s 2m and 1 - b - 2m.
Ž b.  4Now GL a, q and hence G act imprimitively on V _ 0 with blocks of
b Žsize q y 1 the 1-spaces when V is considered as a vector space of
.bdimension a over F . Let y be a nonzero vector and let B be theq
corresponding block of imprimitivity. Now the setwise stabilizer G liesB
< < bbetween G and G with G : G s q y 1, so its fixed field E lies betweeny B y
Ž . Ž . Ž .F x and the fixed field F x, y of G . But f y s 0, soy
y q
2 m q y q mq 1 q y q my 1 q y
x s y mqy
s yy q 2 myq m y y q mq 1yq m y y q my 1yq m y y1yq m s r y g F y ,Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .and hence F x, y s F y is a simple transcendental extension of F. It
Ž . Ž .follows from Luroth’s Theorem that E s F w for some w g F y . There-¨
Ž . Ž .fore x s s w and w s t y for some rational functions s and t of degrees
Ž 2 m . Ž b . b Ž Ž .. Ž .q y 1 r q y 1 and q y 1, respectively, with s t y s r y .
Ž m . Ž 2 m m.The only poles of r are 0 of order q y 1 and ‘ of order q y q .
Ž . Ž . ŽFirst suppose that t ‘ / t 0 , in which case we may assume if necessary
Ž . Ž .replacing w by a fractional linear transformation a w q b r g w q d of
. Ž . Ž .itself that t ‘ s ‘ and t 0 s 0. Now the only pole of t must be ‘, so t
Ž . q by1must be a polynomial, and the only zero of t must be 0, so t Y s Y .
b Ž .This implies that q y 1 divides all the powers of Y appearing in r Y . In
particular q b y 1 N q mq 1 y q m, which is impossible, since b ) 1.
Ž . Ž . Ž .We must therefore have t ‘ s t 0 , and replacing w if necessary we
Ž . Ž .may assume that t ‘ s t 0 s ‘. Now ‘ and 0 are the only poles of t, so
Ž . w y1 x Ž . dt Y g F Y, Y is a Laurent polynomial, h Y rY , say, where deg h s c
with c s q b y 1 ) d. Moreover, the only pole of s must be ‘, so s is a
Ž 2 m . Ž b .polynomial of degree e s q y 1 r q y 1 . Now the orders of ‘ as a
m Ž m . Ž b . Ž mpole of r and s( t are q y 1 and de, so d s q y 1 re s q y 1 r q
.q 1 . This must be an integer and b N 2m, so the only possibility is
b s 2m, which is excluded by hypothesis.
Ž .Proof of Theorem 3.2. We have already seen that G F Sp 2m, q is
 4transitive on V _ 0 . We invoke Hering’s Theorem and proceed to elimi-
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Ž .nate all cases except G s Sp 2m, q . Since m ) 3 we have dim V ) 7, so
Ž .the exceptions in case b do not occur.
Ž .Ž . Ž .First consider a i . Now the largest intersection between Sp 2m, q and
Ž 2 m. Ž m . 2 ma GL 1, q is of order m q q 1 . This is strictly smaller than q y 1,
 4so such a group cannot be transitive on V _ 0 .
Ž b.In the remaining cases G is a subgroup of GL a, q , where ab s 2m
Ž .Ž .and a ) 1. By Lemma 3.3 we must have b s 1. In case a iv this gives
Ž .Ž .dim V s 6, contrary to our hypothesis. In case a ii this gives
Ž . Ž .SL 2m, q eG, which is impossible, since G F Sp 2m, q and m ) 1. We
}
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .must therefore be in case a iii with Sp 2m, q eG. But G F Sp 2m, q}
so we have equality.
Remark. The proof of Theorem 3.2 relies on the Classification of
Finite Simple Groups through its use in Hering’s Theorem.
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